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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY   
   

 

 

Wellington Shire Council acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, the Gunaikurnai people, and pay our respects to their Elders past, 

present and emerging. We acknowledge and uphold their continuing relationship to this land and water on which we rely.  

   

The Gunaikurnai are the Traditional Owners of the land encompassed by Wellington Shire and hold Native Title to the region. The Bratualung 

Clan occupied the southern area including the waters and islands of Nooramunga for more than 600 years. The Tatungalung Clan lived around 

the Gippsland Lakes, the Brayakaulung Clan around the current site of Sale, Providence Ponds, Avon and Latrobe rivers and the Brabralung 

Clan were further to the west. 

 

 

 

 

 

Possible quote/message from GLaWAC 
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MESSAGE FROM THE MAYOR 
 

 

 

To be developed.  
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ABOUT THE STRATEGY   
 

   
The Environmental Sustainability Strategy 2020-2024 sets out Wellington Shire Council's strengthened commitment to environmental 

sustainability for Council and our wider community. It outlines how Council will improve environmental sustainability within its own 

operations and how it will support and advocate on behalf of the community.  

 

Every individual, business, community and level of government has a key part to play in our collective journey to reduce our impact on the 

environment and ensure adaptation and resilience in the face of global warming. Under current warming scenarios we are already seeing 

escalating and accelerating changes in our climate.  Urgent action is required for our global community to have a chance to stay under 2ْC 

warming to limit the severity of impacts. 

 

The strategy places our community’s health and wellbeing at the centre of its vision.  It builds on the achievements of Council’s previous 

Environmental Sustainability Strategy 2011-2015.     

 

The strategy and associated 4-year action plan contain 55 actions across five strategic themes.   
 

Resilient 

communities  

Logo to be inserted 

Low Carbon 

Economy 

Logo to be inserted  

Protecting  

Nature 

Logo to be inserted  

Towards a  

Circular Economy 

Logo to be inserted  

Environmental 

Stewardship 

Logo to be inserted  
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To create a sustainable Wellington, this strategy incorporates measures and targets to ensure we can effectively monitor our progress in 

achieving our stated objectives. 

 

 

The new strategy is based on a combination of:  

 

• updated knowledge about key trends and issues affecting Council and the community,  

• detailed research on each theme, 

• community aspirations and priorities identified in Wellington 2030 and representative surveys of community and staff views,  

• learnings from the implementation of the previous Environmental Sustainability Strategy and the Council Plan,   

• experience of practice from other local government areas.  

   

The Strategy compliments the United Nations 2030 Sustainable Development Goals that focus on clean water and sanitation, affordable and 

clean energy, sustainable cities and communities, responsible consumption and production, climate action, life below water, life on land, 

and partnerships for the goals.  

 

Our key guiding principles have helped drive Council’s policy position on each theme. 
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OUR REGION   
   

Gippsland has always been an important driver of the Victorian economy because of its vital role in supplying energy, earth resources, timber, 

water and food. It also comprises nationally recognised tourist destinations and some of the state’s most important environmental and 

cultural heritage assets.   

 

It is home to diverse landscapes of natural beauty and high environmental value from the Victorian Alps, Gippsland Lakes and hinterland, the 

Strezlecki Ranges and Mullungdung Forest and the iconic 90 Mile Beach and Gippsland Coastal Plains. These environments support a range 

of endangered and vulnerable species including the Eastern Dwarf Galaxias, Green and Golden Bell Frog, Spotted Tree Frog, Regent Honey 

Eater and the critically endangered Orange-bellied Parrot.  

 

 

Our region in numbers – (picture icons) 

 

Open space managed by Wellington – 600 hectares     

Area of Wellington – 10,924sqkm 

Protected areas – 24.4% of total shire area        

Heat – 11 days above 35 degrees in 2018  

Plants and animals – 68 local species listed on the EPBC threatened species list 

Social –Population 44,019 (2018) 

- Estimated population in 2031 - 45,153 – arrow up 

Economic – 13% employment in Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries – arrow up  
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Wellington Shire, in the heart of Gippsland, is the third largest council area in Victoria. It has the opportunity to leverage off these rich 

regional assets to help create a healthy and thriving community, which is supported by a vibrant and diverse economy. Our unique 

environment also supports a dynamic agricultural industry, the biggest industry employer in the region. It reflects a strong dairy sector and 

increasing growth in vegetable farming, supported by the Macalister Irrigation District supplying reliable water for agriculture. The regions 

potential role as the future primary food hub for Victoria under a changing climate is well acknowledged. Other key industries include forestry 

and tourism, which require healthy ecosystems to remain viable into the future. 

 

Our community is spread across thirty different townships and communities with over 13,000 people living in the regional centre at Sale. Our 

community appreciates rural living and the proximity and access to our natural assets.  

 

This is a community and environment that we are committed to protecting and enhancing.  
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OUR KEY DRIVERS  
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

 

 

There is a growing sense 
of urgency around the 
need for climate action. 

Changing climate  
 
 
Climate change is one of the most 
pressing social challenges of our time. 
There is a growing sense of urgency 
around the need for action. It is now 
affecting every country on every 
continent, and poses significant challenges 
to our ecosystems, communities and 
economy. Changes in rainfall patterns 
pose challenges for our water security and 
our key agricultural assets, while higher 
temperatures increase the risk of large 
intense bushfires and impact on human 
health. There are also serious impacts 
from rising sea levels for the Gippsland 
region, particularly 90 Mile Beach and 
Lake Wellington. Wellington's key 
industries - Agriculture, Forestry and 
Tourism will all need to build their 
resilience so that they will be able to 
adapt to climatic variability.    

Legislation & policy   
 
 
All Victorian councils must comply with state 

and federal legislation and policy relating to 

climate change, which is constantly under 

review and subject to change. Government 

spending has been reduced over previous 

years, impacting on council’s ability to invest 

heavily into sustainability measures.  In a 

reduced funding environment, local council 

must find alternative innovative solutions to 

fund sustainability measures and ensure 

actions are prioritised for those that have 

the greatest impact.  

Food Security 
 
 
Agriculture has the largest physical 

presence in the Shire and generates a total 

output close to $5 billion. Over 10% of 

Wellington’s workforce is employed in the 

sector. The outlook for the agricultural 

sector is heavily tied to the climate outlook 

and the potential impacts of climate 

change. Further, employment and outputs 

in the sector are moving in different 

directions due to the trend towards fewer, 

larger farms and more capital intense 

methods of production. There has been a 

recent influx of irrigators into the area as 

they look to "future-proof" their businesses. 

Keeping our agricultural sector resilient, in 

the face of climate change, is a necessity for 

our region, as is diversification of our 

industry base.  
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Community health  
 
 
We place our community’s health and 

wellbeing at the centre of our strategy 

vision. Our region currently has higher 

relative socio-economic disadvantage 

which typically demonstrates poorer social 

outcomes for population health, early 

childhood outcomes, and drug, alcohol and 

mental health treatment.  There is now 

rapidly growing awareness that a thriving 

natural environment not only conserves 

biological diversity but also sustains the 

health and wellbeing of people and 

communities.    

The renewable energy 
sector provides immense 
opportunities through 
jobs creation… 

An energy economy 
 
 
Gippsland is identified as a key growth 

area for renewable energy development 

due to its availability of distribution 

infrastructure. While federal government 

policy has room for further support of 

renewable energy development, investors, 

business and state governments are 

pushing forward. The renewable energy 

sector provides immense opportunities 

through job creation and manufacturing 

investment, driving downward pressure on 

power prices for families and business. The 

oil and gas sector is mature and unlikely to 

expand much further. We can support the 

renewable industry by purchasing 

Renewable Power. 
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LISTENING TO OUR COMMUNITY   
   

 

We will need to work collaboratively with community to meet our sustainability challenges. We are proud to have 

a community that is passionate about sustainability and have voiced their concerns through Wellington 2030 and 

our 2019 community values and beliefs survey. 
  

The survey revealed that our community is passionate about sustainable outcomes for our region and want to see Council lead the way in 

supporting and promoting change. Our community also acknowledge that the individual plays a key role in to supporting this change 

through adoption of better practices.  

  

What we heard:  

• Our community is becoming increasingly concerned about the future of our environment and our own wellbeing. 

• Waste, litter and recycling issues are a key concern for community  

• The diversity and beauty of our natural environment is valued  

• Our access to the natural environment should be balanced with the need to conserve and protect  

• The use of alternative renewable energy sources is encouraged and supported  

• Our community is seeking access to more information and education to support sustainable living   

   

 

The community vision helps guide the prioritisation of our key initiatives and actions. We are committed to taking action and support 

community to do the same. Together we can create energy smart lifestyles, ensure our developments minimise energy and water use, 

drive renewable energy uptake, minimise our waste into landfill and enhance our natural environment through biodiversity initiatives. 
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“A community working together to grow a resilient, hopeful and caring future for all” 

 

“I would love to see the Wellington Shire have recycled art works or roads to show and prove we are leading the way and not just using new 

resources” 

 

“I would like to see the Wellington Shire to reach as high as they can in terms on being as sustainable as they can. As the next generation, I am so 

anxious about the future” 

 

– anonymous from community survey 
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OUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES   
  

Guiding principles assist Council and the community to work together to implement the aims and actions of the 

strategy. Where there are choices or decisions to make, we use these principles to help us choose wisely. We will 

endeavour to follow these key principles:  
  

• Promote integration - Pursue a 'whole of council’ approach to ensure economic, social and environmental considerations are 

pursued. We will consider whole of life costs in our operations and service delivery.  

  

• Be inclusive, get involved and participate - Listen to and respond to the needs of the community. Empowered and educated 

communities are required to effect more sustainable societies. Form partnerships where needed for the best outcomes.   

  

• Be Innovative and show leadership - We will strive to lead by example, be open and transparent and foster original and creative 

thinking. Sustainability and innovation are inextricably linked.  

  

• Adopt Precautionary Behaviour - We will ensure that if there are threats of serious or irreversible environmental damage, lack 

of scientific certainty should not be used as a reason for postponing measures to prevent degradation.  

  

• Embed Intergenerational Equity - Present and future generations of all species should have fair and equal access to resources 

and opportunities  

  

• Informed decision-making - Learn from our success and failures of previous actions and programs. Ongoing monitoring assesses 

the effectiveness of our decisions and drives improvement. Ensure we have the latest advice. 
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STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS   
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

OUR VISION 
 

“Happy people, healthy environment and thriving communities in the heart of Gippsland”  

as outlined by Wellington 2030, our community vision for the future. 

  

The Strategy is underpinned by the strategic directions set out in the Council Plan and Wellington 2030.  

 

STRATEGY AIMS 

 

Council will achieve the vision by: 

 

• strengthening our internal sustainability culture. 

• leading by example. 

• supporting community and business to help them play their part.  

• collaborating with partners for shared solutions to our environmental issues. 
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CREATING MOMENTUM 

 

To work towards the vision, we have identified long term and end of strategy goals and objectives under five key themes: 

 

Resilient Communities - Wellington communities, particularly those who are most vulnerable, can assess, prioritise and manage 

climate change risk and recover quickly from extreme climatic-driven natural disasters. 

 

Low carbon Economy - Council and community reduce greenhouse gas emissions in line with science-based targets to minimise global 

warming to under 2 degrees Celsius, as part of our obligations to act for the benefit of the wider global community. 

 

Protecting Nature - Our natural environment is healthy and resilient and is valued both in its own right and for the essential 

contribution to our health and wellbeing through its provision of a range of ecosystem services. 

 

Towards a Circular Economy - Our community moves away from the ‘take-make-dispose’ approach of the past and supports the 

growth of a circular economy with minimal remaining residual landfill waste managed in accordance with Best Management Practices. 

 

Environmental Stewardship -   Residents, business and industry across Wellington Shire are adopting sustainable practices through 

the leadership and advocacy provided by Council and its partners.
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The strategy seeks to embed change and collaborative action across all Council services including:  

 

 

 

  

• Open space planning  

• Statutory and Strategic planning  

• Community Wellbeing  

• Waste management 

• Leisure Services  

• Natural Environment & Parks  

• Built Environment  

• Economic Development  

• Arts and Culture  
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OUR FOCUS ON A WARMING CLIMATE 
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RESILIENT COMMUNITIES   
 

What success looks like:  Wellington communities, particularly those who are most vulnerable, can assess, prioritise and manage climate 

change risk and recover quickly from extreme climatic-driven natural disasters. 

   

Our position 

Wellington Shire Council acknowledges that: 

 

• The UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s (IPCC) consensus on human-induced climate change is real. 

• Global warming is already impacting on our communities and if emissions continue unabated these impacts will significantly 

jeopardise the health, livelihoods and socio-economic basis of our communities. 

• Climate change will have both negative and potential positive effects on the region, and understanding those impacts are critical for 

effective long-term planning.  

• Our vulnerable communities with high exposure to climate change impacts combined with low socio-economic status, pre-existing 

health and mental health issues require support to build their capacity to adapt.  

• The built environment, climate change and public health are closely connected. 

 

What we are already doing 

• Investigating opportunities to support appropriate development in high-risk climate change prone areas. 

• Participating in regional adaptation planning programs and forums, including those that target agricultural adaptation. 

• Strategic planning with key partners as part of the Integrated Municipal Public Health and Wellbeing Plan. 

• Delivering Emergency response and recovery across our region with our key partners. 

• Providing support for our agricultural industry during drought. 
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Strategy Objective 

 

1. Build knowledge of how climate change will impact Council operations and service delivery. 

2. Integrate climate change measures into corporate policies, strategies and planning. 

3. Work with our key partners to ensure our community understand their exposure to climate risk and strategies they can adopt to 

minimise the impact on their health and financial wellbeing.   

4. Enhance the capacity and capability of Council staff to apply climate change adaptation into core business decision making processes. 

 

The impacts of climate change represent a risk to social wellbeing and cohesion. It is projected that climate change will impact community 

health through increased risk of disease, create uncertainty about resource and food availability, decrease urban and rural amenity (gardens, 

sports grounds) and increase the frequency of natural hazards such as heat waves, bushfires and floods. Planning ahead will increase our 

ability to anticipate, prepare for, and respond to hazardous events, trends or disturbances related to climate. 
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MEASURING PROGRESS 

 

 

 

Key partners: Gippsland Climate Change Network, DELWP, Latrobe Valley Authority 

Key Strategies: Wellington Shire Agricultural Position Paper, Wellington Municipal Emergency Management Plan, Wellington Municipal Heat 

Health Plan, 2017-21 Healthy Wellington Integrated Municipal Public Health Plan, Victorian Climate Adaptation Plan 2017-2020, Victorian 

Public Health and Wellbeing Plan 2019-2023, National Climate Resilience and Adaptation Strategy 2015. 

Council Indicator  
 

Current Situation 

(2017/2018)  

2024 Target 

  

Long term 

target 

Percentage of targets successfully achieved under the DELWP Climate 

Adaptation Governance scorecard framework.  

 

13% 100% - 

Major infrastructure projects/upgrades assessed against climate change 

projections and appropriate modifications made to design and delivery  

 

0 Processes 

established  

100% 

Community Indicator  

 

Current Situation 

(2017/2018) 

 

Long term Target 

 

 

Excess death during extreme heat and heatwaves (Healthy Wellington 2017-

2021) 

11 deaths (12-18 

January 2014) 

Zero excess deaths attributed to 

extreme weather and/or natural 

disaster.  

Number of “at risk assets” land parcels within future sea-level rise boundaries. 

 

Baseline to be 

established  

Monitor and report  
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LOW CARBON ECONOMY   
 

What Success looks like:  Council and community reduce greenhouse gas emissions in line with science-based targets to minimise global 

warming to under 2 degrees Celsius, as part of our obligations to act for the benefit of the wider global community. 

 

Our position  

Wellington Shire Council acknowledges that: 

 

• To transition to a low carbon economy, we must use energy more efficiently in the first instance through better building design, 

followed by production of renewable low carbon energy, a move to electrification and cleaner fuels, and finally offset any remaining 

emissions. 

• the Victorian Government’s “Net zero emissions by 2050” target is in line with science-based targets to keep global warming under 2 

degrees Celsius and Council will strive to reach this target for its corporate emissions (excluding landfill emissions) by 2040. 

 

What we are already doing 

 

• Partnering with government and community groups to deliver energy efficiency programs as opportunities arise. 

• Identified and analysed our carbon profile  

• Implementing the urban paths network to facilitate passive transport options. 

• Installing solar across Council buildings (160kw installed to date). 

• Converting streetlights to LED (70% already converted). 

• Partnering with the Victorian state government in its climate change pledge intuitive TAKE2. 
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Strategy Objective 

 

1. Accelerate renewable energy uptake, low carbon building development and efficient operations to reduce carbon emissions in line 

with short term targets. 

 

2. With support from key stakeholders, help the community reduce energy consumption of homes, buildings and modes of transport 

and increase uptake of renewable energy power generation. 

 

 

To reach ‘Net Zero’ Corporate Emissions target by 2040, Council need to reduce emissions from the 2017/18 baseline by 23% by 2024 to stay 

on track. In the longer term, carbon emissions offsetting should be considered to further progress our achievements, where we are unable 

to mitigate our emission any further. 

 

We also need to support our local communities and businesses to adopt and achieve their own emissions reduction goals by building on local 

and regional partnerships.  
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Landfill
79%

Natural Gas & Fuel
3%

Transport (Fleet & Plant)
3%

Corporate Electricity
9%

Electricity - Streelights 
4%

Other (Water Use)
2%

Total 2017/18 Corporate 

Emissions 

35,834
t Co2e

Wellington Shire Council’s corporate emissions profile – 2017/2018 
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MEASURING PROGRESS 

 

Council Indicator  
 

Current situation 

2017/2018 
 

2024 Target Long term Target 

Tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent emissions from council-managed buildings, 

facilities and fleet (excluding landfill emissions). 

 
 

5,244 23% reduction Net Zero by 2040 

New Council buildings designed, constructed and operated to meet best practice 

Ecologically Sustainable Design standards. 

Adhoc  

application  

Policy and 

methodology 

established  

All new building 

programs comply 

with policy 

 

Community Indicator  Current situation 

2017/2018 
 

2024 Target Long term Target 

Percentage of registered Electric/duel-fuel/LPG powered vehicles within 

Wellington LGA1 compared to total registrations.  

3.7%  Monitor  50% 

Local Government Area Community Solar penetration rate2  

 
 

21% Monitor 50% 

Tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent emissions from landfill 28,369 Monitor impact 

of actions   

Net Zero by 2050 

   

Key partners: Gippsland Climate Change Network, Better Building Finance, Sustainability Victoria, Latrobe Valley Community Energy Hub  

Key Strategies: Victoria’s Renewable Energy Action Plan, National Strategy for Ecologically Sustainable Development  

 
1 Australian Bureau of statistics – Regional Data 2018 
2 Australian PV Institute 
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PROTECTING NATURE   
What success looks like:  Our natural environment is healthy and resilient to emerging threats and is valued both in its own right and for the 

essential contribution to our health and wellbeing through its provision of a range of ecosystem services. 

 

 

Our position  

Wellington Shire Council acknowledges:  

 

• Functioning natural systems underpin the economy, society and human well-being through provision of a range of ecosystem services. 

• Water is an essential component of ecosystem function and health and is best managed through an Integrated Water Management 

(IWM) approach. 

• Council owned Urban open space and street trees are valuable for improving urban amenity, urban cooling, biodiversity and 

protecting our natural water cycle. 

 

What we are already doing 

• Implementing Council’s Urban Biodiversity Plan, including weed management requirements under the Catchment and Land 

Protection Act 1994. 

• Implementing Council’s Roadside Fire Mitigation Program, Electricity Line Clearance Management Plan and native vegetation clearing 

guidelines.  

• Managing open space, parks and gardens in line with service standards in the context of a changing climate  

• Ensuring protection of rivers and wetlands through management of wastewater via the implementation of the combined East 

Gippsland Shire Council and Wellington Shire Council Domestic Wastewater Management Plan in conjunction with key strategic 

partners. 
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Strategy Objective 

 

1. Provide a high-quality network of local parks, open spaces and urban forests which are managed for social and environmental benefit 

now and into the future. 

2. Increase the adoption of the ‘Integrated Water Management’ approach to ensure effective and efficient management of the water 

cycle while enhancing the liveability of our region. 

3. Support regional partnerships and collaborative action to improve biodiversity, soil and water and coastal health at the broader 

catchment scale. 

4. Engage with the community to increase their awareness of the value of urban forests, open space and water-cycle health. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ecosystem services are the many and varied benefits that we freely gain from the natural environment including food, raw materials, 

water, medicinal resources, energy, nutrient cycling, climate regulation, purification of water and air, and cultural, spiritual and 

recreational experiences and provision of habitat. Water plays a key role in maintaining ecosystem services. 

 

Integrated Water Management is a collaborative approach to planning that brings together organisations that influence all elements of 

the water cycle, including waterways and wetlands, waste-water management, alternative and potable water supply, stormwater 

management and water treatment. It seeks to achieve a range of positive outcomes for biodiversity, liveability and water security now 

and into the future. 
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MEASURING PROGRESS 

 

Council Indicator  Current Situation 2024 Target  Long-term 
target 

Hectares of mixed native species vegetation for carbon offsetting 
purposes. 
 

21.5 Ha 50Ha -  

Megalitres of potable water-use per year across Council facilities and 
open spaces. 

122MgL 10% Reduction3  20% 

Number of yearly property inspections for domestic wastewater 
management compliance. 

293 (18 Loch sport & 
Alberton) 

Maintain  - 

 

Community Indicator  Current Situation 2024 Target 
 

Long-term 
target 

Litres of yearly potable water use across Wellington Shire per 
Gippsland Water connection. 

182L  Aspire to reduce 
by 10% 

 

- 
 

Percentage canopy cover within the town boundaries to reduce urban 
heat, provide habitat and provide visual amenity. 
 

Establish Baseline  Priority planting 
commenced 

40% canopy 
cover  

 
 

Key partners: Landcare, Gippsland Water, South Gippsland Water, Southern Rural Water, West Gippsland Catchment Management 

Authority, East Gippsland Catchment Management Authority, Other Gippsland Councils  

Key Strategies: Wellington Urban Biodiversity Strategy, Wellington Open Space Strategy, Wellington Urban Paths Strategy, Domestic 

Wastewater Management Plan, Australia’s Strategy for Nature 2019-2030, Protecting Victoria’s Environment - Biodiversity 2037 

 
3 Equivalent to four Olympic swimming pools of water 
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TOWARDS A CIRCULAR ECONOMY   
 
What success looks like:  Our community moves away from the ‘take-make-dispose’ approach of the past and supports the growth of a 

circular economy with minimal remaining residual landfill waste managed in accordance with Best Management Practices.  
  

Our position 

  

Wellington Shire Council acknowledges:  

 

• Avoidance of waste generation in the first instance is the most desirable outcome for a waste strategy. 

• Almost all matter currently considered as waste has resource potential.  

• Council plays a key role in supporting a circular economy.  

• The community places a high priority on improving our waste management services and make good decision when they are well-

informed. 

 

What we are already doing 

 

• Meeting EPA legislative requirements for waste and landfill management at our landfill and transfer stations.  

• Delivering online guidance and information to community through the “Get it Sorted” campaign. 

• Advocating for policy changes at state and federal government levels to reduce plastics and packaging and support for recycling 

industries. 

• Delivering the Sustainable Living Education Program across Wellington schools, targeting various waste streams from the perspective 

of avoid, reuse, repair and recovery. 
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Strategy Objective 

 

1. Manage waste services and landfill operations in line with Best Management Practice. 

2. Reduce the total amount of waste going to landfill by identifying and encouraging local solutions for the processing of waste resources 

and uptake of the use of recycled and/or renewable materials. 

3. Provide ongoing education and behaviour change programs to facilitate the reduction in waste generation across the community.   

 

Sustainable living is about making lifestyle choices and decisions to reduce our use of our natural resources. As our global population rises, 

so too does our need to balance our production and consumption patterns to ensure future generations have access to the resources we 

have long enjoyed.  The increasing pressure on our water, forests, earth resources and the earth’s atmosphere are contributing to climate 

change and challenging our notion of environmental sustainability.  

 

   

WHAT IS A CIRCULAR ECONOMY?  
A circular economy is one that exchanges the typical cycle of make, use and dispose in favour of a as much re-use and recycling as possible. The longer materials and 

resources are in use, the more value is extracted from them. Extending the life of products and materials prevents the over generation of waste and recovers the full 

value of products. It is an opportunity to create new business opportunities and revenue streams, while minimising the environmental impact of resource extraction, 

use and manufacture. 

As an example, a company in Denmark, called RE-Match, uses patented state-of-the-art technology to separate worn-out artificial turf in raw, clean components, which 

can be re-used or recycled in the turf industry. Innovation is a key driver of a circular economy. 

A simple example is that of using worms to compost our left-over foods.  The worm casting by-product can be spread across our gardens or paddocks as a natural 

fertilizer so we can grow more food with minimal impact to the environment. 
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MEASURING PROGRESS 
 

Council Indicator  
  

Current 
Situation 

2024 Target  Long-term Target 

Tonnes of total waste being sent to landfill from council managed facilities and 
operations  
 

Establish 
baseline  

10% reduction  50% reduction 

Percentage of council used consumables/materials classified as renewable Establish 
baseline  

Increased 
uptake  

- 

 

 

 

Community Indicator 
 

Current 
Situation 

2024 Target 
 

Long-term Target 

Percentage of garbage, recyclables and green organics collected from kerbside 
bins that is diverted from landfill 
 

33% 50% 85% 

Number of locally based waste recycling/processing businesses  2 3 Well-established 
Niche micro-

waste processing 
businesses  

   

Key Partners:  Gippsland Waste and Resource Recovery Group, Sustainability Victoria, Wellington Businesses  

Key Strategies: Victorian Governments Circular Economy Policy (Under development), Gippsland Waste and Resource Recovery 

Implementation Plan 2017, Victorian Waste Education Strategy  
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ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP   
 

 

What success looks like: Residents, business and industry across Wellington Shire are adopting sustainable practices through the leadership 

and advocacy provided by council and its partners. 

  

 

Our position 

Wellington Shire Council acknowledges:  

 

• As a government body, Council has a responsibility to act to protect the environment for the wellbeing of our community. 

• Good leaders must lead by example and must communicate their actions and achievements.  

• Incentivising change leads to behaviour change and improvements. 

• Staff are our greatest asset and we must support them to make change. 

 

What we are already doing 

 

• Promoting and educating community through EcoNews; our online publication. 

• Supporting community groups to apply for grants and opportunities. 

• Advocating on behalf of community by responding to emerging policy and legislative issues. 
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Strategy Objective 

 

1. Develop a supporting framework to ensure sustainability is embedded into core council operations and services where appropriate. 

2. Enhance the capacity and capability of council staff and the community through education, incentives and advocacy. 

3. Ensure consistent and timely communications regarding council's sustainability actions through a range of communication pathways. 

 

 

For Council to be leaders of change and demonstrate sustainable practice, we seek to anchor sustainability into our everyday service delivery.   
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MEASURING PROGRESS 
 

   

Council Indicator Current Situation 2024 Target  Long-term 
Target 

“Environmental Sustainability” Service Area performance outlined in the annual state-
wide Local Government Community Satisfaction Survey. 
 

63 70 75 

Awards presented to community sustainability champions. 
  

 0  1 every 
year 

  

Maintain 

Percentage of staff completing “sustainability” training through formal education, 
training and/or attendance at conferences/forums. 
 

Not measured 100% Maintain 

 

Key Partners: All Council Business Units, Sustainability Victoria,  

Key strategies:  Wellington 2030, Wellington Shire Council Plan 2017-21  
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ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY 2020-24 

2020-2024 

ACTION PLAN 
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RESILIENT COMMUNITIES   

Objective  Action  Key internal 

delivery partners  

Resourcing  Timeframe 

Build Knowledge of how 

climate change will impact 

Wellington council operation 

and services. 

 

Investigate and report on potential long-term costs of 

climate change to council service delivery through risk and 

resilience planning (including financial, asset and service 

delivery risk). 

Sustainability/ 

Finance  

Budget   2020-21  

Integrate climate change 

measures into corporate 

policies, strategies and 

planning.  

 

Update Municipal Emergency management plan in line 

with the new Emergency Management Legislation 

Amendment Act 2018 which establishes a new integrated, 

comprehensive and co-ordinated framework for 

emergency management planning to build community 

resilience and prepare for effects of climate change. 

Emergency  

Management  

Within 

existing 

resources 

2021-22 

Review and update key decision-making tools to ensure 

capital works projects undertake climate change 

assessments early in development stage and apply to 

project planning and delivery.  

Built Environment/ 

Sustainability  

Within 

existing 

resources 

2020 
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 Seek opportunities to create spaces and places that 

promote sustainable behaviours, community connection 

and immediate refuge for climate impacted communities. 

Sustainability/ 

Open Space 

planning and Built 

Environment 

Within 

existing 

resources/ 

Seek 

funding 

Ongoing 

Review all council policies and strategies to identify 

opportunities to integrate climate adaptation and make 

recommendations for revision. 

Sustainability  Within 

existing 

resources 

Ongoing 

Work with our key partners 

to ensure our community 

understand their exposure 

to climate risk and strategies 

they can adopt to minimise 

the impact on their health 

and financial wellbeing.   

Work with community and partners to develop a 

Community Engagement and communication strategy to 

assist community to identify key physical, social and 

economic risks, and strategies to minimise this risk. 

Community 

Wellbeing/Sustaina

bility   

Budget/Fun

ding 

2022-21 

Participate and support the Gippsland Regional Climate 

Change Adaptation Strategy program with key partners 

including DELWP, Councils, and community groups. 

Sustainability  Within 

existing 

resources 

Ongoing 

Support Committees of Management and community 

groups to apply climate adaptation thinking in facilities 

maintenance and program delivery by providing up to 

date guidance and education materials. 

Sustainability/Com

munity Wellbeing   

Within 

existing 

resources 

Ongoing 
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Enhance the capacity and 

capability of council staff to 

apply climate change 

adaptation into core 

business decision making 

processes. 

 

Facilitate legal guidance for Councillors and executives on 

emerging climate change ligation risk and duties of care 

obligations. 

Sustainability/Corp

orate Management 

Team  

Budget  Ongoing 

Develop and deliver training package for appropriate 

council staff to build climate change adaptation awareness 

and risk assessment into programs and services. 

Sustainability/Hum

an Resources 

Within 

existing 

resources 

Ongoing   

Support and encourage participation of appropriate 

council staff in climate change adaptation 

forums/conferences and workshops. 

Corporate 

Management Team  

Budget  Ongoing  
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LOW CARBON ECONOMY  

Objective  Action  

 

Key delivery 

partners 

Resourcing  Timeframe  

Accelerate renewable 

energy uptake, low carbon 

buildings and efficient 

operations to reduce carbon 

emissions in line with short 

term targets. 

Install minimum 400Kw of solar Photovoltaic across 

appropriate council buildings or equivalent carbon 

emissions reduction through energy upgrades. 

Sustainability/ 

Assets & Projects   

Budget 2020-2024  

Support the local renewable energy industry by 

investigating options to purchase renewable energy 

through Power Purchase Agreements. 

Sustainability Budget Ongoing  

Set strong standards in a new council ESD building policy to 

ensure new council buildings demonstrate environmental 

sustainability and climate resilience principles throughout 

design, construction and operation. 

Sustainability/ 

Community 

Wellbeing,  

Assets and 

Projects, Facilities     

Within 

existing 

resources 

2020-21 

Undertake frequent external energy audits across high 

consuming facilities to provide options for further emission 

reduction investment. 

Sustainability/ 

Facilities/Site 

managers 

Budget  Ongoing  

Progressively transition facilities off gas energy supply as 

opportunities arise.  

Sustainability/ 

Facilities/Site 

managers 

Within 

existing 

resources/ 

Budget 

Ongoing 

Update Council Fleet policy to support and incentivise 

immediate uptake of hybrid and plug-in hybrid vehicles and 

Fleet 

Management/ 

Sustainability  

 Within 

existing 

resources 

2020 
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promote higher efficiency standards where duel-fuel 

alternatives are not available. 

Develop and implement Staff Travel Policy to promote 

passive and public transport use for travel to Melbourne. 

 

Sustainability/ 

People & Capability   

Within 

existing 

resources 

2020 

Develop and implement business case for Electric Vehicle 

(EV) trial and behaviour change program within passenger 

pool fleet and installation of EV charging infrastructure, for 

large scale fleet transition around 2025. 

Sustainability  Budget  2020 

Monitor opportunities for transition of heavy vehicle fleet 

to hydrogen. 

Sustainability Within 

existing 

resources 

Ongoing 

Explore options for community car sharing schemes or 

opportunities to reduce reliance on high fuel consumption 

vehicles. 

Sustainability  Within 

existing 

resources 

2022-23 

With support from key 

stakeholders, help the 

community reduce energy 

consumption of homes, 

buildings and modes of 

transport and increase 

uptake of renewable energy 

power generation. 

 

Increase promotion of the Environmental Upgrade Finance 

program to local businesses to. 

Business 

Development/ 

Sustainability  

Within 

existing 

resources 

Ongoing   

Continue support for collaborative bulk-buy programs or 

other cost-effective programs that increase adoption of 

renewables across the community. 

Sustainability  Budget   2020-24  

Facilitate installation of electric vehicle charge stations by 

external providers by exploring options for council to 

provide land access and planning guidance. 

Sustainability/ 

Business 

Development 

Within 

existing 

resources 

2022-24  
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PROTECTING NATURE  

Objective  

 

Action  Key delivery 

partners 

Resourcing  Timeframes  

Provide a high-quality 

network of local parks, 

open spaces and urban 

forests which are managed 

for community and 

environmental benefit 

 

Complete the establishment of the Significant Tree register, 

including the spatial registration of approved trees and 

placement on the Councils Asset register. 

Open Space Within 

existing 

resources  

2020 

Complete Sale Botanical Gardens Management Plan and 

“Care for the Rare” program, to protect rare endemic local 

species. 

Open Space/ 

Parks  

Within 

existing 

resources 

2020 

Undertake canopy analysis at town level and expand urban 

forest and street trees at priority areas and investigate 

feasibility of incentive programs for community and industry 

participation. 

Open Space  Budget   2020 

Identify and classify natural assets (trees, wetlands, remnant 

native vegetation) on council land and asset owner on 

council land for spatial registration and placement on the 

Council Asset register and develop guidelines around their 

consideration. 

Parks/GIS Within 

existing 

resources 

2020-2022 
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 Undertake review of council’s native vegetation offsets 

program 

Parks  Within 

existing 

resources  

2020 

Increase the adoption of 

the ‘Integrated Water 

Management’ approach to 

ensure effective and 

efficient management of 

the water cycle while 

enhancing the liveability of 

our region 

Undertake water use audit across council managed facilities 

and implement any recommendations on water reduction.  

Sustainability/Site 

Managers   

Budget 2020-22 

Implement policy recommendations from the proposed 

Integrated Water Management Strategy for Wellington. 

Sustainability/Built 

Environment  

Budget  Ongoing  

Support regional 

partnerships and 

collaborative action to 

improve land, soil, water 

and coastal health at the 

broader catchment scale. 

Investigate feasibility of introduction of a Cat Curfew for 

Wellington. 

Local Laws Within 

existing 

resources 

2021 

Investigate opportunities to develop and deliver a large-scale 

bio-link program with key partners in a priority catchment 

area. 

Parks/Sustainability   Seek  

Funding   

2020-24  

Review the delivery of the rate levy reduction program for 

landholders registering property with Trust for Nature and 

explore options to expand the program. 

Parks  Within 

existing 

resources 

2020-24 

Increase the activity in and 

appreciation of the natural 

environment in the 

community 

Expand Parks Week program to include natural environment 

and sustainability awareness raising and identify 

opportunities for an independent Sustainability Festival. 

Parks/Sustainability  Budget 

 

Ongoing  
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TOWARDS A CIRCULAR ECONOMY 

Objective  

 

Action  Key delivery 

partners 

Resourcing Timeframes 

Manage waste services in 

line with Best Practice  

Reduce landfill carbon emissions through the development 

of methane flaring or combustion technologies at the 

Kilmany landfill site.  

Waste & 

Sustainability 

Budget 2020-24 

Increase efficiency of waste recovery across Maffra/Stratford area 

by implementing Best Management Principles for transfer 

stations. 

Waste & 

Sustainability 

Budget 2021-22 

Facilitate efficient long-term waste management by 

developing supporting policy framework and masterplan. 

Waste &  

Sustainability  

Within 

existing 

resources 

2020-21 

Reduce landfill emission through the introduction of Organic 

and Green waste recovery process and supporting behaviour 

change program. 

Waste & 

Sustainability 

Budget 

/Seek 

Funding   

2021- 2024 

Finalize Longford Rehabilitation Plan in line with EPA 

requirements. 

Waste & 

Sustainability 

Budget 2020-21 

Reduce the total amount of 

waste going to landfill by 

identifying and 

encouraging local solutions 

for the processing of waste 

resources and uptake of 

the use of recycled 

materials 

Identify and work with major waste generators or potential 

processors in Gippsland to develop regional niche waste 

recovery industries as outlined in Council’s Economic 

Development Strategy.  

Business 

Development/ 

Sustainability 

Within 

existing 

resources 

2020-24 

Undertake review of resource and material use across 

councils’ operations and services to identify opportunities 

for increased uptake of recyclable/alternative materials in 

line with current and emerging technologies. 

Sustainability 

Procurement/Built 

Environment/  

Within 

existing 

resources 

2021-22 
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Community & 

Culture 

Develop and deliver program to reduce plastic use and other 

waste streams at council sites aiming for program expansion 

to target local businesses and industry. 

Sustainability/Busi

ness Development/ 

Community & 

Culture   

Within 

existing 

resources 

2020-24 

Work with key stakeholders to assess the risk to waste and 

resource recovery infrastructure during anticipated 

increased frequency of emergency events and ensure 

contingency measures formally recognised in existing 

Emergency Management Framework. 

 

Emergency 

Management/ 

Waste 

Management 

Within 

existing 

resources 

2020-24 

Provide ongoing education 

and behaviour change 

programs to facilitate the 

reduction in waste 

generation across the 

community 

Enhance digital access to regional waste information, 

potentially using applications and mapping formats. 

 

Communications/ 

Sustainability 

Seek 

funding  

2020-21 

Seek to diversify the Sustainable Living Education Program to 

engage a broader cross section of the community    

Sustainability Within 

existing 

resources 

2020-24 
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ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP 

Objective  Action  

 

Key delivery 

partners 
Resourcing Timeframe 

Develop a supporting 

framework to ensure 

sustainability is embedded 

into core council 

operations and services  

Seek to incorporate sustainability as a council core value 

signalling a formal commitment to sustainable outcomes 

across the organisation. 

 

Sustainability/ 

Council 

Within 

existing 

resources 

2020-21 

Seek corporate partnership of nationwide and global 

sustainability organisations including the Cities Power 

Partnership. 

Sustainability/ 

Council  

Within 

existing 

resources 

2020-21 

Develop and deliver a Sustainable Events policy for all council 

run events/programs.  

Sustainability/ 

Community & 

Culture   

Within 

existing 

resources 

Ongoing 

Ensure relevant council policy considers and acknowledges 

objectives within the Environmental Sustainability Strategy 

and identifies opportunities to reduce energy, waste or 

water in delivery of council services where appropriate. 

Sustainability/CMT Within 

existing 

resources 

Ongoing  

Incorporate key actions within this strategy into reporting 

processes to ensure good accountability, monitoring and 

reporting of strategy outcomes across all business units. 

Sustainability/CMT  Within 

existing 

resources 

Ongoing  

Report sustainability progress in Council’s Annual report. 

 

Sustainability/CMT  Within 

existing 

resources 

Ongoing 
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Enhance the capacity and capability 

of council staff and community 

through education, incentives and 

advocacy 

Include ‘excellence in sustainability’ category 

into staff achievements program to incentivise 

uptake of sustainable practice across council. 

Sustainability/ 

People & 

Capability/CMT  

Budget  Ongoing 

Advocate for and fund incorporation of a 

‘Sustainable Business’ entry category into 

Gippsland Business Awards program. 

Sustainability/Business  

Development/CMT  

Budget Ongoing 

Develop and deliver internal “Council 

Sustainability’ Learning and Development 

package for all staff. 

Sustainability/ 

People & Capability   

Within 

existing 

resources 

Ongoing 

Improve communications and 

awareness-raising regarding 

council's sustainability actions and 

achievements. 

 

Confirm design detail, funding and management 

of the proposed Lake Guyatt Environmental 

Education Centre. 

Sustainability/ 

Assets and projects  

Seek 

funding  

2020-21 

Update Council Community Grants application 

forms to provide sustainability guidance and 

specification for council-funded programs and 

initiatives. 

Community Wellbeing  Within 

existing 

resources 

2020 

Undertake frequent community engagement to 

promote council achievements through a range 

of in person and digital platforms. 

Sustainability/ 

Communications  

Within 

existing 

resources 

Ongoing  


